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VALENCE SEQUENCES

A. W. GOODMAN

Abstract. Let Vq, Vx.Vk,...  be an infinite sequence of positive integers

(where we include oo as a possible value for Vk). The sequence is called a valence

sequence if there is an /(z) regular in the unit disk such that for each Ar > 0 the A:th

derivative f-k\z) has valence Vk in E. Most of the results obtained here about

valence sequences are obvious, but we prove three theorems about valence se-

quences that are not trivial.

1. The definition of a valence sequence. Let V0, Vx, V2, . . . ,Vk, . . . be an

infinite sequence of positive integers. We say that {Vk}ïg is a valence sequence if

there is an/(z) regular in E: \z\ < 1 such that/w(z) has valence Vk in E for each

k > 0. Since any constant function is infinite valent we must include oo as a

possible value for Vk. Each function analytic in E gives rise to a valence sequence.

For example if fiz) = z + z3/3 then the associated valence sequence is

1, 2, 1, oo, oo,... . The main problem is to determine all valence sequences, but

this seems to be very difficult. In this paper we look at a few properties of valence

sequences and find a few sufficient conditions for a sequence to be a valence

sequence.

2. Some simple examples. As Shah and Trimble [6] have observed, if 0 < c < it

and fiz) = e" then fiz) and all of its derivatives are univalent in E. Thus the

sequence {l}* = 1, 1, 1, . . . is a valence sequence. More generally any constant

sequence {/?} where/» is a positive integer is a valence sequence. We merely select c

to be a suitable real constant in fiz) = e". The function fiz) = c gives rise to the

sequence oo,oo,...,oo,..., but we regard this as a trivial example of no real

interest. In §3 we will give a nonconstant function fiz) for which f^k\z) has infinite

valence for each integer k > 0. Thus every constant sequence of positive integers is

a valence sequence. The function fiz) = 1/(1 + z) shows that 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, . .. is

a valence sequence. Here we can set Vk = 1 + [Ac/2]. A study of the mapping

properties of sin z and cos z show that if 0 < c < tt/2 then sin cz has the sequence

1, 2, 1, 2, . . . and if tt < c < 3tt/2, then sin cz has the sequence 3, 4, 3, 4, ... .

Generally if (p - \)<tr < c < (2p - \)it/2 then Vk - 2p - 1 +

[1 + (-l)*]/2 for/(z) = sin cz.

We remark that if {V„} ™ is a valence sequence, then (by starting with F(z) =

fik\z)) the sequence obtained by dropping the first Ac terms, {Vk+n}'!^_ù, is also a

valence sequence. Thus fiz) = 1/(1 + z) and sin cz generate new valence se-

quences.
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3. More valence sequences. Here we give two theorems on valence sequences that

are not as obvious as those in §2. If f(z) = zp then the sequence starts with

p,p — 1, . .., 2, 1. Our object is to obtain an infinite sequence made up of sections

of this type.

We say that a sequence { F„}" is piecewise slowly decreasing to one, if each Vn is a

positive integer and if for each n either Vn+X = Vn — 1 or Vn = 1 and Vn+X > 1.

Theorem 1. Each sequence that is piecewise slowly decreasing to one is a valence

sequence.

Proof. In general we set

/(X> = Ï   anz". (1)
n-l

A. Hurwitz [3] was the first to remark that if \ax\ > 2"_2«k|> then/(z) is univalent

in E. S. Ozaki [5] generalized this condition as follows. If

f(z) = apzp+    f     anz",       ap*0, (2)
n—p+l

and if

pWp\>    S     »kl (3)
n-p+l

then/(z) isp-valent in E. We will give Ozaki's proof of this theorem in §6.

Now suppose that for some N our sequence contains the integers

VN_x = l,       VN = p,       VN+x=p-l,...,VN+p_x = l, (A)

where N > 1 andp > 1. We must produce a function F(z) for which F(k\z) has

valence Vkfor k = N — 1, N, . . ., N + p — 1. We begin with the series

A') -1-^:" (5)
«-o (n!)

and we delete those terms for which n = N + \, N + 2,. . ., N + p — 1 to obtain

a new function F(z). Then

*""■"> - why =u\l, (. + »•'-)■.■• <6>
We apply the Hurwitz condition to FiN~x)(z). Since

y   _«£!_<?—-_— <i (7)
„-7+,  (ii + Jr-l)!«!     ,£a 2(ii-1)!        2    * *''

for each N > 1 andp > 1, we see that F(Ar~ x\z) is univalent in E.

Now consider F(N+k)(z) for fc — 0, 1, 2,... ,p — 1. We are to prove that

F(A,+*>(z) is (p - Â:)-valent in E. Now
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and so by the Ozaki condition we are to prove that

V " < P- k (9\
n-p-k+i (n + N+k)ln\     (N+p)\(p-k)\- w

If we set p — k = d = 1, 2, 3,... ,p and make a few standard changes in the

indices, inequality (9) is equivalent to

|       (N+P)l (¿-Q!

¿x(n + N+p)l    (n + d-l)\ UU;

But for Af > \,p > \,d > 1, the left side is less than (e - l)/3.

Suppose now that the sequence { Vk}g is composed of infinitely many pieces of

the form (4). We start with the series (5) and delete a suitable set of terms for each

piece. These deletions merely strengthen the inequalites (7) and (9) by decreasing

the left hand side. Hence F{k)(z) has valence Vk for Ac = 0, 1, 2,_□

Theorem 2. There is a function F(z), not a constant, such that Fw has valence oo

for each positive integer k.

Proof. Let

F(z) = (A + Bi)(l + z)a+bi + (A - Bi)(l + z)"-bi

= (A + B/)e(«+W)ln(l+z) + (A _ 5/.y«-«)ln(l+*) (H)

where ln(l + z) is the principal branch in E. We assume that A, B, a, and b are

nonzero real numbers with b > 0. For convenience set 90 = ArgL4 + Bi) and for

each integer n define zn and c„ by

ln(l + zn) = (tt/2 - 2TVTT - 90)/b = c„. (12)

Clearly there are infinitely many integers n for which cn < 0. For each such n we

have z„ = ec" — 1 and hence -1 < z„ < 0. Since

(A + 5/ya + w>inU+z„) =Vyf2+ B2 eÄ\?aV('r/2_i'°)

= V^2+ B2 eM"i,

and

(A - _B/y-w>in(i+*..) =yA2 + B2  e-ie°eac"e-*v/2-$<>)

= -Vv42 + B2 e^i,

we see that F(zn) = 0 for infinitely many zn in E.

Finally if we start with a function of the form (11), then the derivative has the

same form and is also infinite-valent in E. Thus this F(z) has the valence sequence

{°°}"-   D
We observe that functions similar to the one defined in (11) have been used

previously in the literature [1], [2], and [4].

4. Adjacent pairs in a valence sequence. In this section we show that any pair of

integers (including oo) may occur as adjacent elements in a valence sequence.

Without loss of generality it is sufficient to prove the result for V0 and Vx.
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Theorem 3. For any pair of positive integers p and q, there is a function F(z) that

is p-valent in E and for which F'(z) is q-valent in E. Here either p or q (or both) may

be infinity.

For brevity we let (p, q) denote the infinite sequence (p, q, . . .) where the

remaining elements are not specified, and we call (p, q) a finite sequence.

Proof. Set

F(z) = ( 1 + z)a+" m e(a+W)ln(1+*> (13)

where a and b are both positive. We also impose the condition 0 < a < 1. A

consideration of the mapping properties of e* and ln(l + z) show that if

p - Ks = (a2 + b2)/2a < p, (14)

where p is a positive integer, then F(z) is p-valent in E. For the derivative,

F'(z) = (a + bi)(\ + zy~x+b', we observe that a — 1 < 0 and hence the condition

for F'(z) to be ^-valent in E takes the form

q - 1< t = ((1 - a)2 + b2)/2(\ - a) < q. (15)

If we solve the pair of equations (14) and (15) for a and b we find that

a = (2/ - l)/2(i + t - 1), (16)

and

b2 = (2t - \)[As(s + t - 1) - It + l]/4(i + t - l)2. (17)

If we require that s > 1/2 and t > 1/2, then b2 > 0 and 0 < a < 1. Now given p

and q finite positive integers, we can select s > 1/2 and t > 1/2 subject to the

restrictions (13) and (14). We determine a and b > 0 from equations (16) and (17).

With these selections F(z) = (1 + z)a+bi isp-valent in E and F'(z) is ^-valent in E.

The sequence (oo, oo) is a special case of Theorem 2.

To generate the sequence (p, oo), set a = 1 and determine Z> so that (1 + 62)/2

= p (see the inequality (14)).

To generate the sequence (oo, q), set a = 0 and determine b so that (1 + b2)/2

= q-  U

5. Open problems. We can also consider valence sequences under the operation

of integration. If we are looking at finite sequences, we obtain nothing new,

because every finite valence sequence under integration is the reverse of a finite

valence sequence under differentiation. However the problem of finding infinite

valence sequences under integration may be quite different from the problem for

differentiation.

Suppose that {t4}o° and {Vk]^ are valence sequences. Is it true that the sum

{ Uk + Vk]Q is also a valence sequence? As a special case let { ¿/¿Jo0 be a piecewise

slowly decreasing to one sequence and let {p}£° be a constant sequence. Is this sum

a valence sequence? If we multiply a valence sequence { Vk}™ by a natural number

p, is the result {pF^}" a valence sequence? Is there a valence sequence in which

infinitely many of the terms are finite and infinitely many of the terms are infinite?

Is there a periodic valence sequence for which | Vk+X — Vk\ = 2 for each k > 0? Is
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the sequence 1, 2, 3, ... = {« + 1}" a valence sequence? Can we specify any two

elements of a valence sequence in advance; in other words, given positive integers

p, q, N, and k,is there a function F(z) for which VN = p and VN+k = ql

6. The Ozaki condition for p-valence. It is well known that if f(z) = OpZp +

2"_p+1onz" (ap =t 0) satisfies the inequality Re[z/'(z)//(z)] > 0 in E, then/(z) is

generalized starlike and hence p-valent in E. Now suppose that pl^l >

2"_;,+1/ik|. Then (where all sums run fromp + 1 to oo)

zf'(z) _ Papzp + Swanz" _ pap + 2nanz"-p

f(z) apz" + 2a„z" a, + ?a„z"-p

2(« - p)anz"-p

P+   ap + 2a„z-p

Hence in E

p   zf'(z) 2(« - p)anz"-p 2(n-p)K|r"-^

R°J(W>P-Re   ap^anz-p   >»-  k|-2kk-

p\ap\ - Zn\an\r-p

k|-2k|r-

Consequently /(z) is p-valent in E.

>0.
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